Save Money Parking For The Airport
Air travel is quite stressful on its own without the added complication that parking brings into the mix.
Interestingly enough, a parking reservation is the one aspect that most people tend to forget. Airport parking
can make a bad situation even worse, especially if you fail to plan adequately. But conventional airport
parking rates are not friendly. This might explain why Parkos has gained so much prominence.

What is Parkos?
Parkos is an airport parking service that will help you secure aﬀordable parking near the airport. They have
partnered with a number of parking providers whose services you can access via their online platform. You
can compare prices, reserve your parking ahead of time and pay online.

What Does Parkos Do?
This company oﬀers parking services in a number of categories, namely:
1) Long Term
Long-term parking is exactly what it sounds like. You are basically leaving your vehicle in the hands of a
parking provider for several weeks on end, if not months. Long-term parking is highly sought after primarily
because of the security issue.
Anyone can willingly surrender their vehicle into the hands of a parking provider for a few hours or even a
day. But most people would struggle to ﬁnd a semblance of peace if they realized that they had to abandon
their vehicle in a parking lot over a much longer duration.
This is where Parkos comes into play. They will ﬁnd you a parking provider with an impeccable reputation,
one who will guarantee the safety of your vehicle. The company will also help you secure long-term parking
at an aﬀordable fee. You can even book your spot in advance.

2) Short Term
Short term parking is also exactly what it sounds like. Interestingly enough, short-term parking is more
expensive than long-term parking because you are essentially paying by the hour.
3) Valet
Parkos allows you to eliminate unnecessary delays altogether by oﬀering valet parking. This is where a
driver from the parking provider takes your car from you once you arrive at the airport and then parks it.

Why Parkos?
Parkos gives you peace of mind. By relying on them, you can proceed to the airport and knowing full well
that your parking needs have been taken care of in advance. Parkos knows every parking provider near the
airport that matters.
Airport Parking with Parkos.com is open to everyone

